extremely cold (hot) days. a, the SST decreased and the extremely cold days decreased; Figure S1 , the inconsistent points between SST 32 trends and trends of extremely cold (hot), a, the SST increased and the extremely cold 33 days increased; b, the SST decreased and the extremely hot days increased. We generated 34 the two sub-panels (a and b) using Matlab and integrated the sub-panels into this figure. 35
(negative) value means the standard deviation is larger (smaller) in the hiatus period than 21 the warming period. We generated the two sub-panels (a and b) using Matlab and 22 integrated the sub-panels into this figure. Figure S1 , the inconsistent points between SST 32 trends and trends of extremely cold (hot), a, the SST increased and the extremely cold 33 days increased; b, the SST decreased and the extremely hot days increased. We generated 34 the two sub-panels (a and b) using Matlab and integrated the sub-panels into this figure. (smaller) in the hiatus period than the warming period. We generated the figure using 38 Matlab.
39
Supplementary Table S1 The summary table for Figure S1 , the inconsistent points between SST 84 trends and trends of extremely cold (hot), a, the SST increased and the extremely cold 85 days increased; b, the SST decreased and the extremely hot days increased. We generated 86 the two sub-panels (a and b) using Matlab and integrated the sub-panels into this figure. period is larger (smaller) than that in the warming period. We generated the figure using 
